Evolution in Everyday Life
Evolutionary theory through the mechanism of natural selection ties together all
elds of biology. It explains the similarities (common ancestry) and differences
(adaptations and diversity) of extinct and modern species. Understanding how
species survived, evolved, or became extinct as a result of the changing Earth
can provide clues for how life will continue to evolve in the future.
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Understanding the evolution of bivalves, or any other group of organisms, gives
us better background knowledge to predict, for example, what an endangered
mussel needs to survive, or how much harvesting a commercial clam can sustain. Knowing who’s related to whom helps us predict how different bivalves will
respond to global warming, and which species should be watched as potential
pests or as new candidates for commercial use. Bivalves have been on this
planet more than 500 million years – much longer than we have. Insight into
their genetic code – much of which we share – helps us better understand gene
evolution and the relationships of living organisms in general.
Here are some examples of the ways that understanding the evolution of bivalves have had practical results:

Saving Freshwater Mussels
Some freshwater pearl mussels rely on a single species of sh to reproduce,
whereas others can use many different species. Some species live only in a
single river, and many are already extinct in North America because their habitats have been changed by our activities. The host sh for some species of
locally endangered mussels, like the Eastern Pond Mussel (Ligumia nasuta)
in Massachusetts, is unknown. However, knowing the host sh and habitat requirements of its closest relatives, especially other species of Ligumia, allows
us to predict how narrow or broad its preferences might be, to better protect its
surviving populations.

The Black Sandshell (Ligumia recta) and one of its known sh hosts, the Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus).
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Globe-trotting Green Mussels
Evolution in Everyday
Life

Green Mussels of the genus Perna, now well-known in sh markets and restaurants worldwide, were once more easily separable by geography than by their
appearance. Today, two of the three species in the genus have left their native ranges and established themselves on distant shores, where they clog intake pipes of seawater-cooled industrial plants. Recent molecular phylogenies
of worldwide Perna populations, based on DNA sequences, have allowed us
to genetically distinguish
these cryptic species, to
track the pathways of their
modern distributions, and
to predict (or rather avoid)
further spread of these marine pests.

Green Mussels

geminate species pairs • Two littledifferentiated species evolved from
a close common ancestor.

Setting the Molecular Clock
molecular clock • A technique in
the field of molecular biology that
calculates the time of species divergence from the number of molecular differences present in the species’ DNA sequences or proteins.

The molecular clock technique uses molecules and phylogenetic trees to hypothesize when two species (or genera or families) evolved. Calibrating that
clock to test such a hypothesis is a problem, however, for species that do not
have a good fossil record. In such cases, geological events – such as the rise
of the Isthmus of Panama that closed the Central American Seaway 3.5 million years ago – are often used. But geminate species pairs – morphologically similar species on both sides of the Isthmus of Panama – have shown
us that this might not be a good substitute. Molecular analyses of six ark clam
geminate pairs point to their separation 10 to 30 million years ago, well before
the emergence of the Isthmus. So using the “isthmian emergence” might be a
misleading time keeper for estimates of Panamanian evolution.

Geminate species, such as Atlantic Arca imbricata and its Pacic counterpart Arca mutabilis
(not shown) have been used to test the validity
of using the rise of the Isthmus of Panama as a
"molecular clock."
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More Succulent Oysters
Understanding how genetics works in evolution allows us to produce bigger,
plumper oysters in aquaculture. Like most
organisms, oysters balance their energy
use between growth and reproduction. By
articially producing polyploid oysters (with
2 or 3 times the normal number of chromosomes), we make individuals that are sterile
to direct all of their energy into body growth
– yielding bigger oysters in shorter periods
of time. Sterile oysters also safeguard wild
populations because they cannot breed or
interbreed if any escape from culture. This
method is being used around the world for a
wide variety of bivalves.

Evolution in Everyday
Life

Non-Biological Phylogenies
Phylogenetic analysis, or cladistics, is a
technique that was developed specically to
learn about the evolution and relationships of
biological species. However, this same technique is now being applied to the evolution of
human languages, folk musical instruments,
and even the design of paper clips!

Human Medicine
Due to their vast numbers and very short generation times, the effect of evolution on viruses and bacteria is easy to observe. The common u virus changes
(evolves) enough every year that a new u vaccine must be produced to protect
the human population from repeat infection. In addition, a signicant number of
bacteria strains have evolved antibiotic-resistance to the human-devised drugs
that previously would have killed them.

Micrograph of the H1N1 inuenza virus.

Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of numerous clumps of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus bacteria, commonly referred to by the
acronym, MRSA.
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